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Refugee Fact Sheet #3: The Soviet Jews

The,purpose of the Refugee Fact Sheet Series is to provide backgrou-nd

-information on certain refugee groups that have recenty,arrived, and are

still arriving, in the United States. Unlike the refugees frOm Indochina

and the entrants from the-Caribbean, these refugees'hlaerrived in much

smaller numbers: however, they still face many of the same problemswith

language, education, employment, and cultural adjustment.

Each Fact Sheet is divided into. approximately five sections:

1. General IntroductionA

2. Cultural Background

3. Educational Background

4. Implications for Learning English as a'Second Language (ESL)

15.' Implicatiohs for Orientation.

The cultural baCkground suction of each Fact Sheet is the most inclusive;

it contains information on the history, geography, language, religion, food;

,values and customs of.the specific refugee'group.

We wish to thank all of those without who-se research and assistance we,,,

would not have been able to put this Fadt Sheet on the Soviet Jews together.

We are espeCially indebted to Bruce teimsidor for reading and commenting

on the preliminary drafts.
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Refugees

; I

In 1972 the USSR began allowing emit on b Soviet Jews.

`Beginning at a-rate of. some 30,000 year, e flow of.

thOse-permitted to leave declin appreciably in 1974; but

then bnderwent a steady inc -ase through 1979. It has once

again fallen off consiably, wever. In recent ars an

increasing propor fan of those ewS permitted to leave the

USSR have c en to resettle i the United States, prima ily'

In the U.S.-

.

Soviet Jews

History t?

r

becaus- hey have relatives i this country. Jews leave

iet Union .because of an ov rt government policy of anti-
, ,ZiOnilm

with general anti-Se itic repercussions. Jews there-

fore see opportunities that have been previously open to them

being closed off, andipresee a limited future for their

children,

More than 80,00Q have been settled in this country, particularly

in New York City'(abont 45%)., All` ave been placed in cities

with activeJewiSh community agencies that provide resettlement

services.
ft'

The 2,100,000 or.more Jews in the USSR are largely,an_ drban

populatiOn, most heavily concentrated inlbscow, Leningrad,

.thelJkraine, and the republics along the'western border of

the country. While almost all speak Russian, they identify

themselves quite explicitly as Jews. 'While only.a minority

maintain active contact with their teligion because of -Soviet

,suppression of religious activities and organizations, many
. -

Soviet Jews view themselves as a dietinct cultdial group.
o.

A large,number.are well-educated and many have held responsible'
.

"argely technical) positions.'rHoWever, most of those who

have been able to obtain higher,"education and respondible

positions generally did.so before the durrentwave of anti-
,

Jewish feeling. ,

Large numbers of Jews have lived within he present.
.

boundaries of the USSR since 1400. They. under Rubsianr ti
rule in the late eighteenth century. and were mostly confined

to the western part.of,tthe,country -- within what wasFcalled

V
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the "Pate of Settlement" unt 1 World War I. Nominally

liberated under Soviet government Jews have been repressed

at various 4mes, and since 1970 o icial propaganda attacking

Israel and Zionism has Made them, so o speak, ,targets by

association.

7
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I. Introduction

Iktthetimeofthe197Vcensus, .2,100,000 Jews constituted .78% of the

population of the USSR, but subsequent emigration has by now dedreaged their

numbers:

Jews are the most urban of any Soviet ethnic group. In a country still

3/8 rural, only 4.5% of the Jews live in vkalages. The three largest Soviet

cities, Moscow, Leningrad, and-Kiev, accounb4for about.30% of the 'e.wish

population, but only a little over 5% of the total population of the country.. e

Since World War 'II, in fact, Kiev een the most Jewish city in Europe, with

aconc&itration that-reached 12 %. at on time. The proportion of Jews is also

high in_the.other large cities of the Ukrainian and Belorussian'repubiics;

the highest proportiol of Jews in any major territorial division occursin

t1e rather small Moldaviah republic (formerly Bessarabia, population about

4,000,000, 2,7% Jewish). It is also the only region in which Jewish population

had been increasing at the time of the 1970 census.

The curreilt increasing wave of Soviet anti-Semitism dates frOm approximately

1967. While the primary thrust of Soviet policy is towards the suppression of *

Zionism, what may have been originally coneeivedias anti-Zionism has inflamed

`historical anti7Semitic feelings within what isJnow the U.S..S.R. Traditional

anti-Semitic texts dating'froethe time.of.the Czars have been reprinted with

government sanction in government printing houses. There are widespread reports

that Jews are routinely denied Admission to institutes of higher education and

denied positions of responsibility solely on the grounds of their ethnicback-
,

ground. Persecution has touched not only'those who"could,be classified+asA
1

1-01
dissidents or overt, Zionists; large numbers of Jews suffdr not only educational

. and prOfessional restrictions but also-other types of harassment.

jn 1972 the Sovilft
.
goverdment began'to srant some exit permits. Then,

'for" reasons unfathomable to outsiders (but 'apparently in'part due to the desire

,to create-a favorable impression abroad, to easily; 'dispose of one source of

discontent', and to satisfy, the anti-Semitism ,pf.those who thought Jews held

too manyigOod jobs) Jewish emigration increased, then droppedioff, then

3

increased again'gradu ly from 1974 to 1979. hrough quirks of history and

changes in political cl mate,:JeWs frequently obtained a better chance of

emigr4ting than did any othertlisadvahtaged group in the USSR.

While In the later years/6f the 1970's it was not difficult for Jews

to gain permission, to leave the ,Soviet Union; the process involved taking/

conSiderable risks and at le4t enduring.social ostracism. In order to apply.
r

\-
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for exit the Soviet Jew must present a letter of invitation from a party.
'(/

abroad; more recently the Soviets have accepted primarily letters coming

from cloSe relatives in Israel. Frequently these invitations aratintercepled

by the Soviet authorities and never deliveredto the potential applicant.

Once an invitation is submitted and application is made, the applicant is

immediately relegated to a renegade status while it is pending; and, more

than likely, loses his job or,is transferred to menial work. ,Although by Soviet

law the ,pplication must be acted upon within a few months,-'a considerable

itumber are subjected to arbitrary delays.' Extensive paperwork' may be required,'

such as proof of having paid all outstanding bills. Eventually.a person has to

renounce Soviet. citizenship for which a considerable fee is charged. Such

renunciation prohibits.himfrOm staying in the Soviet Union or returning there

n a 'permanent basis afterhe has left. Fintilly, Rolhded with'papers listing

him as stateless, with an Israeli visa obtained through the Dutch .embassy in

Moscow, the refugee departs for Vienna.

In inter 'Views (with' some attempts of persuation) Israeli representatives

in Vienna sort out those with a true inclination to go on to Israel. Those

wishing emigration to western ccunfrieS are taken by train t Rom

Majority

where. 9

R\.Jewish agencies aid them/in the emigration process. The large of,

Soviet Jews choosing emigliation to the west come to the United States, but

significant numbers also emigrate to Canada, Australia, and New.Zealand, and

a few go to Western Europe.

AboUt 43% of the refugees who come to the United States are resettled

in New York City, where nearly 40% of American Jewry still resides. Soviet

, 'Jews are granted refugee status.and assigned alien registratiqk numbers as

refugees'under the terms of the 1980 Refugee Act. In the normal course of

events, the refugees are given the status of,residetit aliens after one year.

Although thenumber*of Jews being granted.exit permission by the Soviet
, *

auth ities increased through the 1970's, the Soviet Union began to restrict

em4(ation quite severely beginning late 1979: There is Still' a steady

flow of Jews'out of the USSR, but the rate of_refusals on applications for

emigration runs as.high as 70% in some cities. Large numbers of Jews still-

wish to lealie the USSR, and it is expected that if they are granted exit

permission, substantial numbers will come to the United States. As of mid-
,

1981, more than 83,000 have relocated in this country.

, *
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II. Cultural Btck:rc,ind .,

A. HistoAc P're-Russ?.:In

Some Jews within the boundaries of the USSR have a historic connection

dating back to a fairly remote period. In fact, it has been documented that

a largely Jewish ruling elite dominated the steppes between the Don and the

Volga.beWeen 74.0 and 970 N.D. However, the main history of Soviet Jewry

b'egins with the reign of King.Casimir III of Poland (1330-1370),

He invited Jews, undergoing difficulties in ,Germany at that period, to..
: .

settle' within his dominions' In 1386 came the "Jagiellonian Union" of Poland

with the Gra'nd Duchy of Lithuania.,tuket Vitautas, the ruler froM 1392 to

1430, encouraged ,Jewish settlemeht in the "Lieuanian" parts of the. combined

state headed by his uncle. At the beginning of this period, these included

all of present-day Belorussia and extended as far as Kiev; by the end they

had temporarily reached the Black Sea. This action may be looked upon as an

attempt to import a middle class, for the most part previously nonexistent

in these regions. A single government structure united the two parts of Poland-
.,

%Lithuania after 1569, and by this time it held the principal Jewish population

of Europe. The northern half ofItaly,'parts of Germany, and Avignon were

the only other Christian domains where Jews were allowed to practice their
.religion. f

.

In 1648, Ukrainian peasants, led by Bogdan,Khmelnitskits Cossacks, rose

agairigt pie P,614sh gentry. Directed primarily at the landlords, a secondary
. / .

targe't o 'the revolt was the Jews, who were considered in league with the-

Pol . For a dozen years KhmelnitskieS army and other Ukrainian and Russian
. .

.

1

and even Polish.irregularS rampaged through the Polish kingdom. They massacred

100,000 Jews and caused hordes of others to flee for their dives. A treaty in

1667 restored most of Poland's former territory. Kiev and the northeastern

Ukraine becade quasi-in-dependent under Russian controf.- 4

Russian Expansion

'In 1772 a weakened Polish state Was forced to cede considerable parts

of its territory, to its powerful neighbors: Prussia, Austria, and Russia.

The Russians acquired the are.of northern and eastern-Belorussia around
c___

Vitebsk and Mogilev, together with a bit of
,

easte Latvia. The large Jewish

population of thes new territories was looked opt as threat by the govern-

°ment of the *pre Catherine TI. Finally, at the beginning of 1792 an official

A policy was adopted, which had apparently been the practice for.the preceding

20, years; Jews were forbidden to move from these forberly POlish provinces

into the rest of t4p Russian Empire.. Tlyis was the-beginning of he concept

of a,"Pale of Settlement" to which Jews were to be confined. The Second

-5 -.
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.r:i on of in Ii(13 tc .4.,(1 the

rrz:Lrer rner,r rc,.! :r, around "100,flOO aLiitional

Jews. In' the following year a'line was drawn clear across Russi expanding

thd Pale to include, in addition to the territories from the two P rtitions,

the part of tht,Ukraine, gained from Poland in 1667 and the quisiti Rs from

Turkey in 1783 and 1792. This included all but the northeasteip part of

the eastern Ukraine;'that is, the area around Kharkov. The Thir Fartition

gobblineup the remainder of Poland, followed in 1795, bringing under

Catherine's rule Lithuania; western Belorussia; and.the Vohynia region of,,.

the northwestern Ukraine-- and of course even more Jews to be bottled up

in the Paie.

It is worth noting that the Jews were excluded from most of:.the dominantly

Great - Russian speaking regions. They weie-allowed to settle in Ukrainia,

Belorussia,. Lithuania, Romanian-speakinr,- or Polish-speaking areas.

In the territorial redistribution that followed the Napoleonic Wars,

the Russian Czar was assigned the Kingdbm of Poland,1..iith-nearlY half of the

Polish population of that era -- about 3,000,000 Poles and 300,000 Jews.

Poland, especially at first, was governed,more liberally than Russia proper,

and conditions for Jews never became as onerous as in other Czarist territories.

For this reason there was a flow of Jews, into Poland from the rest of the Pale,

which amounted to a refugee movement, at times, when the Czar undertook repressive

measures..

Czarist Century ss.

After the stabilization. of Russia's European frontier in 1815, the

problem of regulating.the somewhat unwieldy Russian Empire was the primary

concern(of the government. This was partilularly true of the reign of Nicholas I,

1825-55. One of his first measures against Jews was to bar them from a 30-

mile belt in border and coastal areas, not only as residents but.evenes traders.

The communal self-management allowed to Jews in Poland was abolished in

1843, A special-program of military conscription was instituted in order to

separate Jewish recruits from Judaism -- suggested, perhaps, by the de-

Christianized Janisaries of the Turkish Empire.

The reign of'Aiexander II, 1855-81, relaxed mea'stres against Jews.

.Permission to settle outsidg the PaleWas extendedfirst to wealthy merchants,

then to those who had completed higher education (notoriously difficult for

Jews, to secure at that time), to skilled craftsmen considered important in

the Russian cities, and to those whohad fulfilled the 25 years of military

service then required ofonScripts.

1

s
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4 1"s, an .^.t .i-C: -it,ic ch::-.7ctcrizce thc govcnn-c.nt.

In in the Pale we,i e barred from villates and thq ownership of

agricultural land: Pogroms I;ecame frequent in cities both inside and outside

the Pale, and.were generally felt to be condoned by the state. Many of

the Jews living east of the Pale were from time to time forced to return

there, particularly in 1891. According to Czarist Russia'sOnly census,

in 1897, all but 300,000 of 5,000,000 Jews lived within the confines of'the

Pale.

The principal response to worsening conditions was massivemigration to

the United States, eventually bringing well over a million Jews from Russia

tw=fhese shores 2- 125,000 in the peak year of 1906. Zionism also gained a

following, and modern s uiar writing in Hebrew began to appear. Many Russian

Jews were involved i the political ferment of the times, leading to the

jormation of the revolutionary (and Anti-Zionist) Bund in 1897.

In 1914-1916, fearing ti.r disloyalty, the government moved 600,00W-

Jews from border areas to points farther in the interior.

Between Wars

In 1917, about a month after the Provisional Governmen was established,

it declared the legal equality of J s with' all other, Russian citizens. After.

the October Revolution, a Bolshevik commiss decrted that Jews were a

nationality; somewhat uncharacteristically, Lenin accepted this classification,

although it went contrary to his own opinion that a nationality must have a

territory. The 'following year the Soviet government outlawed anti-Semitism.

A number of prominent Bolsheviks.were of Jewish origin,.and, by the end of

the civil war, the sympathies of Jews were generally Red.

After World War 1---) nearly half the prewarJeWish"population.ended up in

Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, orRomani.4'.

Released from residence restrictions,

migrated to the large industrial cities --

and Kiev. A cultural movement developed,

many JeWs within the Soviet Union

particularly to Moscow, Leningrad

focusing on ,the Moscow Yiddish Artt

Theater and producing a large number of books and journals in Yiddish The
.4t .

Soviet anti-religious 1)fOlicy made traditional Jewish education impOssib/e,

:since religions instruction,to any group of people undtr the age of 18.wa's

strictly prohibited by law. While secular Jewish culture in Yiddish was
2.

8tolerated, Hebrew w4lOoked
1.

down upon as tainted by religion and Zionism.

In 1928
.

a strange experiment in the Birobidzhan region began. Aiodg the

Chinese border 200 to 400 in
a. !

up a Jewish national region. The sef usness of official intentions for

the Pacific, the Soviet government set.

4



Birobidzhati appeared ques:ionahlc, h:,1-ever, due to the fact that the government

I

k

refused to admit refdgees from Naziism who, in 1939, appealed to join the
, ,

30,000--Jews _then settled in the region. In the main, 'the government sought

to develop agriculture.there, but somehow a kolkhoz near the Amur never came,

share the allure of a kibbutz'near the, Jordan.

In 1932, fpr reasons'of internal security, the,USSR began requiring that

all citizens possess an "internal passport", which, among other things, states

the0Jearer's Since then, all Jews must carry papers that

identify them as such, and this has made it much easier to discriminate against

tfierp.

By the tithe of World War II, about three-quarters of the 1,000,000

Soviet JeWs still lived in areas that had formed part of the Pale of Sett-4-

ment. When the German troops attacked in 1941, there was a mass exodus td

the east, including (in particular) Soviet Jews and Jewish refugees frdm

Poland and other countries overrun by the Nazis.. Of the 20,000,000 Soviet

war dead abo4 1,000,000 were Jdws: the eterminated;_ those who died in the

hardships of evacuation; civilian casualties of, bombing, shelling, and strafing;

and large numbers killed fighting.in the Red Army. During the war, the anti-

religious stance of the government was considerably relaxed, and Jews as

well as others met fewer obstacles to practicing their-religion than at

any other tlie, since 1917.

1945 to Present

After the war, evacuees tended to return to the western parts of the USSR,' '

so that even today about 40% of the country's Jews arein'the former Pale.

Soviet policy backed the ariginal 1947 UN res8lution for the. partition

of Palestine into Jewish and Arab areas, bUt opposition to Israel soon

appeared to be an' avenue to influence with Arab countries. It was clear that )

Soviet Jews welcomed the creation of the state of Israel, and this sympathy

came to serve as a basis for questioning their undivided loyalty ,to the USSR

Events that followed, howeNier, seem to have stemmed directly from Stalin's

own paranoia.
(/

In 1949 there was a purge of Yiddish authors and other Jewish intellectuals,

a halt to Yiddish cultup-al expressions in Moscow, and a disappearance of

works by Jewish authors from pUblic libraries in the Soviet Union. At the

beginning of 1953 came the bizarre announcementof the alleged discovery

8
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'''',, "? .-

of the"doctors: plot" *-- whereby a group c_` nee doctors, seven offyhOm ,were"\
,

r
Jewish, had supposedly. planned topoison Stalin and Other 'high-ranking

-.

eti.V

-Roviet of ficials. Howaer, the threat of another Jewish pull evaporated r.
with Stalin's death in March 1953.

- After his death, there followed a period"olde-Stalintzation which

was a substantial benefit to Jews. The relaxation is symbolized by the 1961
: .

publication of Yevgeniy Aleksagdrovich Yevtushenko-'s poem Babiy Yar,.e

poignant expression of symilathy with the sufferings Ccf.the Jews.

Under Krushchev, renewed restrictions ore religion were introduced.,
. --.. ; . .

Primarily it was the Russian Orthodox Christiant who were harassed by hay.ing:,

"unnecessary" churches closed, but obstacleg were also put in the Way of Jewish

congregations.

Israel's Six- ay War of 1967. seems to have marked a turning 'point in

at home and ahYoad. A hard-line oppositiOn toIsrael andSoviet policy bot

to open expression of Jewish solidarity characterized the, next few,,years
.

1970 the "International Zionist Conspiracy" had joined the U.S. .and China as

one of the three bugbears Of'Interilal.Soviet propaganda. Jews perceived

this as anti-Semitism and ;a_signal for the closing of doors that had been

Previously openoto them. ome,began to press for the opportunity to emigrate
.4to Israel. In 1972, perhapl;as a gesture to iJorld opinion, . the.Soviet govern-

ment

,.

began to issue exit permits to those with letters from relatives inviting

them to jotri them in tsrael. At first that is wheip'most rerUgees went,
9

but since 1978 a majority.(by now nearly 80%) of those with visas for Israel

have chosen instead to try to get to America. The emigration of Jews quickly.

became elf-reinforcing: the government responded to the loSs of trained

manpower by more restrictive (unofficial) quotls on Jewigh admissions to

,higher education; this increase in discrimination made more .Jews-anxious to

emigrate. _.-

Tor the present-day Soviet government letting refugees go seems to
. ,:'

, . ..
. . .

have value as a safety valve for releasing dissidence -- More than fDr compensating
.:

.

for the strain it puts on other parts-of the social systeM -- but of course
,.,.

..

the Kremlin might have an overnight change,of policy at any time, a ,
.1.., -

al-IP- p
, ..

E. Geography

, The Soviet Union has the,largest area of any .ountry in the world, so
.-

.

ndt surprisingly it contains.a tremendous variety of geogvaphical features* -

. ,.- 1

and climatic zones. The most varied, parts, however, tend to.be near the
. - <

edges, and large portions have an appreciable uniformi0r,
.- ..

. .*4

9
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If,weim sagineoaline that pases abit, to the north of Leningrad and ,

. , .

. ..i.- .

Kazan and another that passes a bit tp the southeast of Kiev and Kazan, we
. ,

would cut out a wedges that includes a giseae deal of the Jewish population
..

.

0 _. t

and I1S a high degree of'similaritY in topography snd &.imate'. Once we
..c .

.

exclude the Carpathian Mountains and the coast7of. she Baltic, this is a

region without exceptional flea-tures, but consisting'of Parts.of what
c. -,.

- -c>

geographers call the East Europedp Plain (with tany swamps and lakes)
% a,, I. . -

and the
o

Central Russiaa'Uplands. Precipitation_We'ranies from twenty to
.

forty inches-a year, more in winter than inspimmer, and is normally regu lar

and adequate fooagriculture, Summer. temperatures averaging in the upper
..

60's are,quite.uniform. Winter temperatures.average.,in the teens, but are
.,,..

,.

punctuated by the inflUx of Arcti;p air bringing'col8 spells during which ,

tempeo
4

ratures drop to -4D0 s0'Cthe'notorious "Rusian winter
i

"). In the Ukraine,
,..

within as well as outside the wedge, low pressureosystems moving across the
b

`N.

Black Sea bring periodic winter, thaws not experienced farth er north.

The wedge area has .a short growing season by.U.S. standards. Even iCiev

isnorth of any part Of the contiguous 48 states. The typical crops are

rye and potatoes and some buckwheat; the vast wheatlands of the USSR lie

outside thii region.

C. 'Employment ,

As already noted, Jews are most concentrated in the highly industrialized

urban areas of the USSR.' They.are most 'likely to be employedos technicians,

'offiCe workers or lower-leVel management. Among "blue collar" jobs, they

are often Skilled-Craftmen* considerable nUmber are.teachers, writers or

graphic artists. In fact, they are found in numbers abovetheir ratia to

the whole population in most, academic, intellectual or artistic lines of'
p6,

endeavot. w (They 'are not, for nearly the last generation, however, likely

- to be employed where they...might have access to information the'gov rnment

wishes to keep from the outside world.) 1.

,

a It' is' as4cusicians that Jews have .been most conspicuous in Soviet society,

providing a truly amazing p6),portion of pianists and string players.,

As a rule Jews are more - comfortably situated financially than Soviet

general."It is estimated that one Jewish family out of tern owns

private automobile -- a prime status symbol in the USSR - as compared to

about one out of twenty for the cOuntry,as

- 10'-,
44,4r



D. 4, Language

The language of Soviet Jews is, in general,'Russian.

Y iddish developed among Central European Jews and is written with the
Hebrew alphabet. It is an offshoot of German, which was the home language of
the vast bulk of the Jewish community until the1920's. Over half.of the
older generation grew up speaking mainly Yiddish, but in the big cities most
have by now turned to Russian as the language of daily life. By the 1959'
census only 21% of Soviet Jews reported Yiddish as their mother tongue. Since
then therate of decline has-been less catastrophic; 17.7% reported Yiddish
on the 1970 census. (The 15,000 Jews remaining in remote Birobidzhan acre

presumably the most thoroughly Yiddish-using portion,o£ Soviet society.) A
survey of immigrants to the U.S. reported 15% were ,able to speak Yiddish.

Jews coming from 'the Ukraine at one time running as high as 69% of
those entering the U.S. -- seem to be primarily Russian-speaking rather than

4 Ukiainian-speaking.. To understand' this, it is necessary to realize that nearly -\\4

all the major cities of'the Ukraine have a sizable Russian population. In
them are found Russian-language,schools as well as Ukrainian-language schools,
and thdformer are considered superior. As a subtle aspect of Russification,
all other nationalities, including Ukrainians, are encouraged to attend the
Russian schools. In ,the' cities, Ukrainians generally have an adequate
kllowledge of Russian -- a closely related Slavic language. It is natural
to 'assume that most Jews in the Ukraine must have some command of that '

republic's language, but apparently typical'l'y gs an adjunct to their native
0

Russian. ,
4 ,

V

.n

For mastering English, whatever language 'backgrouna beyond Russian a
_ri /,-,refugee has -- even if marginal -- is likely to be helpful. Yiddish, as a .

Germanic language, is in many ways closer to English than are SlaVic tongues.,s"

MoldavianIRoman n is ,somewhat 'intermediate. A knoaedge of. even the cloSely
related Ukra,inia Or Belorussian provides some useful langbage perspective
and sope featLreslof pronunCiationmofe akin to English. mere smattering
of Hebrew may _open insights into. some linguistic feapmes foreign to Russian.

Studyofajoreign language .in the SOVietUnion begills in the fifth grade.
,Theoretically each student has a choice of what language to learn., English is_,

the language stressed by official policy. In some parts of the country it-has
been difficult to provide enough-teachers to shift from tile'keviouS:dominance

odolrman, but the urban School6 attended by most Jewish,children are likely
to' be those best., supplied with English teache. ,English is the choice

- 11
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0.1.1Lcd with- upward rndlity ,ind particularly theHmhition to enter any

engineering or scientific field. Most refugees who were educated in recent

years have had classroom c>.posure to English. their command ma$7.fall short

of an ability lto communicate actively, but certainly provides a foundation to

build on. Considering the repression of the study of Hebrew ever Since 1921,

most present-day Soviet JeWs are more familiar with English than with Hebrew;

this may be a minor factor influencing the desire of so many to settle in

the U.S. rather than in Israel.

Even those who have taken German, French, or Spanish in school will

have become familiar wit\ the Latin alphabet, and will have been exposed to

linguistfc features characteristic of West European languages in general.

E. Religion

The government-speinored denigration of religion has -been fairly effective

in the case of many Soviet refugees that ame to North America. Particularly

for the yOungest generation, the major positive association Judaism carries

-'1.7ith it is a sense of community with the state of Israel.

As one-might,expect, there is a wide spectrum Of degrees of affiliation

with'Judair Along refugees. In "making the choice as to whether to continue

-po their nominal destination in Israel or to seek admission tp the U.S.,

families bore familiar with"Jewish tradition are more disposed to want to

become Israelis. For this reason among others, current immigrants to North

America may be more secularized tharCare'Soviet Jews on the average.

The most enduring attachment to tradition is the practite of joining --

or at least observing1- the dancing and singing that take place in the streets

outside the synagogues on S'imkhat Torah. (There is a remarkable parallelism

to the way in which largely secularized Russian Orthodox Christians will

still appear on Easter Eve at midnight to take part.in the festive atmos-

phere around the churthet.without needing'to actuallienter.tlie building.)

Judaism as practiced in the Soviet Union is almost exclusively Orthodox,

with'varying,amounts of Hasidic influence. There is nothing resembling the

Reform and Conservative strains known in the West.

F. Arts

The artistic e)tpression of the Jewish community Was traditionally In

literature, theater and music, and not the visual arts. There were at one

time a number.of Yiddish writers of considerable stature, of whom the most.

wifiely known was Sholem Aleichem (the source of Fiddleron the Roof).-

- 12 -
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Since the 1949 sursion, there has peen relatively.liittle that could

be called specifically Jewish artistic expression in the Soviet Union; although,

as mentioned before, there is a strong tendency for -Jews to followlartitstic

lines of endeavor and to be prominent in music, theater. and film p duction.

-G. Names

Russian names have three parts: (1) the person's given name; )'(2) a

' "patronymic" derived from the father's given name; and (3) the,family name

inherited from the father. A man's patronymic typically adds ovich to his

father's name; a woman's 'adds -ovna: DavIdovich, "Davi4,is sbn"; vidcivna,

"David's.daughter". (Same patronymics end in -yevich/-yevna: jsayeha,
s

"Lsaiah's daughter",-Lazaryevich, "Lazarus' son ". A father's -name ending

in -a is treated a bit differently: Ilvich, "Elij'ah's son"; Ilyinishna,'

"Eli:jah'sdaughter", from .from "Elijah".

Family, names ending in -ov, -ev, or -in have feminine forms ending in

-a whe4 applied to women: Litvinova, Moisyeveva, Ionina. Also -skit' changes

to -skaya: Abramskiy--Abramskaya.

The natural response,of older Soviet citizens when asked Who they are

is to state their given name and patronymic; younger.adults will usually

reply with'their given name and family namg. as people in the West tend to do;

children would offer only a given name or nickname.

There is a fairly standard set of nicknames corresponding'to mbst given
.. ,

napes (e.g., Danya, !,'Danny"; from Danila, "Daniel"), but indiVidual variants
,;_,-r

*also occur. Close acquaintances normally address each other by their nick-

- 4names.

H.' ,Social Structure

Jews in the Soviet Union maintain extensivekibship networks. They

.almost always live within easy walking distance of at least one set of rela-

tives, and they visit back and forth a great deal among the householdsithat

are related to them. Insofar as there is a Jewish community in the larger 1

cities of the USSR, it Wotildkagem'to be constituted by the web of these visiting

patterns.

Losing,this support must be a major strain in, leaving, and finding

acquaintances to visit with informally in'this country to replaCe that support

is an important part of adjusaLt.

- 13 -
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P5miiy size in the.Eurepean-parts;of the Soviet Union has been de-
.

creasing,,particularly in the largest cities. It is currently fashionable

, for couples to traveronly one child. There are considerable financial
4,

, .

pressures against more,'and the generally crowded state of'hqusing is also
.

.

a factor. A.

III. Educational Background

The refugaes are by and large well-leducated. Theyhave tended to have

better educationalopportunities than most Soviet citizens and to have,availed

.themselves of them.'

Soviet,eddcation is somewhat rigid by American stan&rds. It concen-

trates largely on "basics" and relies more on rote leaining. _A't the higher

levels it is. intensive and rather narrowly specialized for most students.

Education4is free, but of course what education one receives,is largely governed

by what the state judges to be its manpower' needs.

The refugees-have been-active_parlicipants in a highly developed: techno-

logical society. Many have skills and tr-aining,that can readily be used in

the West, once problems of initial adjustment are behind them and,their command
NN

of the language is adequate.

IV. Implications for Learning English, as a Second Language (ESL)

A. Pronunciation of Consonants
. -

Some English sounds are qulte unlike-anything In Russian and may'continue-
-

to be pro unciation problems long after they can be produ-ced,when full

attention is concentrated on them. Noticeable among these are4he th7sounds,

voiced as in then and voiceless aS\In thin. There is nothing in Rui-sian

coil-parable to the ng,of this; even before k as in bank, Russian uses a
JP°

dental n-sound like ordinary n, rather than the Ea.type heard in English

words. (Yiddish has 117-sounds.) There is no w in Russian; vis traditionally

substituted. (Ukrainian and Belorussian do use some w-likesounds.) Another\

sound forei2gn to Russian is h; use of the Russian kh (x) in English is

usually understandable but'sounds strange. (YiddiSh uses h; Ukrainian has an

h-sound,, sounding a bit strange to Engiisiq ears in some words.) Different-
F

dialects of English have different types of pronunciation where we write the

4 letter r. 'Russian r is.most like Scottish r and is not .in the least like,the

American variety.

-14 - 4
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c.

\'

.. .

All of Pussia n, tom, k ,arc sountls)only as

found in certain drcumstances: snort, ca2t in, stool, Atkins, scandal,

active. These are "unastirated ", %.hefoas th crdinaryinitial sounds as in/1

post, toast, coast have a strong breathing or aspiration"'aftA7r.. the release

of the consonant and .before the vowel takes over.

There are some pitfalls for,. learning the pron ncilat-ion of English sh,

zh (the z e azure). The Russit sounds readily reg rded-as analogous --

P dzh,'sh, hawe a quite different'Sound quality (t e lips-are protruded

and the'tongue is fdrther back in'the month)- in such exa ples'as:

dzhas imaa; 'jazz'.

-shok EOK 'shock'

zhest xecT 'gesture'

In at least the preferred standard of Rusiian pronunciation therare sounds with
1

a qual'i closervto that of English sh and zh, but these are always long

'-**' A

vyeshchi yelaz 'things

pozzhe noaxe 'later'

(
. . \ ,,,,

i

What is needed issthe.short duration of the one'set with the qualiq of tree other. .

In spite of the spelling, and related forms with the same. stem, only

the voiceless consonants occur at the ends of Russian uttezgnces., That is, En,

ginal position, for v one pronounces f,

" z "

" zh " sh
1.

" d "

tt tt

It
te, 4.

. it : k

(Ul5rainian and Yiddish.have final-voiced consonants at the ends of words.)

Consonants in sequence, incltiding those of adiacent. words, must be
. -

either all voiced or all voiceless (excot that v may follow one or more
e .

_.
. -

voiceless consonants). This-is why:one can hear Russian diplomats on news
.:. .,

.

broadiLasts discussing Vezd Berlin. The English pronunciatTbn of the borrowed
'.,.

Russin word "vodka"..with dk is impossible in Russian; Russians say votka

although there is a=d in the spelling:

lu



Vow.4 Contrasts

Russian has a basically simpler vowel system than English-bas. Different

English vowels will sound, trc*'a Russian point of view, like varipts Of

the same vowel when it is pronounced under different conditions,. This

may lead to difficulDOs both in hearing and in pronouncing-English vowels.

Confusioyl,of this-Sort arises between the vowels of sin !Ind seen.

It arises even'more 'between look and Lyke, but the latter contrast is rela-

tively uniMpotanin_Anglish:

The Russian 24 imtot ("that")As not far removed from the vowel of

English-taught, while the o in tyqtya ("aunt") is, closer to thep4owel in tote,
a 4

so.thesepsoundss can be coniised.

The Russian e ("qs.down'.) can be a reasonable approximation to,

the vowel of English sell, but in syel't' ("herring") the vowel is more in

the range of English sail, (In etat "this" the e may sound More -11ke the vowel of

English at)

Russian a as in sat ("arden") is very close to the common American

pronunciation of sot; in palatized surroundings the a.in syat' ("sit down!")

is more like sat. The Russ n sound most like the vowel inEnglish,hut

is the.a in the syllable before an accent, so that, ambroziya ("ambrosia")

begiAs Muth like English umbrella.

C. AlicLes

Russian gives n9 consistent grammatical recognitionAo the contrast

between definite expressions and indefinite ones that English distinguishes

by use of the definite and indefinite articles the and a/an. Onthe basis of

the -Russian patterns, one would say in English things like:

- I found' key.

Push button!

Turn pancakes!

Please pass butter.

Dog took off.after rabbit.

(whether a rabbit newly ,introduced to the e tekt r the rab

referred to). Becoming sensitive to the English cat

process for Russian-speaking learners, and teacher ma

it already

oriesiis often,a lengthy

often want to give

ish, Hebrew andiextensive -and repeated praCtice Ausing the articles. (Yi

Romanian, all make use of a definite' article.)

.N .
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b. Co 7ulz:

No present tense of they into be is used in Russian to express simple

equivadence;-as:

Oryol sil'rffiya ptitsa. The eagle is a powerful bird. 1,

'NeiUler "is the verb tobe used with adjectives or with adverbial 'expressions.

in the present tense. ,

, .

,,/
4

_ ,'
. Fsyoyesno. Everything is clear.

On dcSma. He is at home.

E.: Pronouns

0

When a conversational situajion has made_it clear whit persons or things

are being discussed, pronouns are usually omitted in Russian. Thus, in answer

to,a question equivalent to: "Has your friend waked up by nap?" one might

answer:

.
Spit yeshc-ho. He is sleeping still. ..

f/'When a'Russian verb that is normally transitive appears without an object/

the existence of a specific object, which would have_to be expressed in -

_

Englit'h; is implied:-

Gnyot. He is bending.it.
W

The characterizing use of a vett) without an object in English, as in:,

"It is bending", requires a quite diffe ent foim of expression in Russian.

Gnyotsa. It is bending itself.

Since verbs of this form would often e translated with a reflexive pronoun,

and are in fact often ca ked "reflex ", the learner may be led to such un-

English expressions as: "Th stick i bending itself."

F. -Passives

Rusian indeed does makecuse of a passive voice which can quite readily
= be compared with the English passive:

.
Fsye myesta buddt zanya t2f... All places will be taken. )(

The conditions under which passives may be used in RuSsian are much more

limited, however; than they are in English. a wide variety Of circum-

stances where an English pasiVe is appropriate, Russian requires rather the

use of the so-called "reflexive" verbs. As in the example in, the Rrevious

. paragraph, Where we could say'in English
': "The stick is,,,being bent " there is

1
Underlining in English translations.means that there is no.word in the

Russian examplethat corresponds to that English word.

e - 17-
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the dangerof forcing a reflexive translation. To say: "Russian teachers

are needed here," the natural. type of expression in Russian would be:

ZdyeA' tryebuyutsa rugkiye uchityelya. Russian teacherS.require:

themselves here.

G. Present Time4,N
. s

In general when /9 describe in English what is going on at the lime, we

use, as appropriate, is;,..ar , or am and a'present participle:

My nephew is fix in his car.-

We use the simple form of, verbs 4or what is generally the case:

My nephew fixes cars.

I'n Russian, as in many languages,th simple verb-forms serve in both types or

situations:
4

Spit. Cr.VIT.

o

He is \sleeping now/.

He sleeps late'qvery morning.

As a further trap in English for,speakers'of'many languages, including
\'N .

Russian,thesimpleformsofcertainverbA--ones which do not involve any
. .t

....,....

obvious activity -- do ,serve Co describe actu-al-jor,esent conditiOns: .

4Those animals look fierce. 46

Now he's home, my nephew his'coliege frierg.ls.

a
This means trouble.

With.learners that remember/the basic uses of "rides" and "is riding" one I

still has.to caution against analogously-.say ugc

This bottle/is contgininkpicine,

RuSsian uses/the simple present form to indicate activity concurrent wit

that expressedanother verb as well as activity current at the moment of

speaking. English and particularly written English , employs a "sequence, of

tenses". The natural form°of eures'sion in Russian would translate 'literally:
..--

',then saw that the boy iA sleeping, ,,..'

where English,normally requires "was sleeping". ---7*.

H. Word Order

English imposes rather strict requirements on the order of words if

they. are to convey the intended meaning.. 'Russiarrqs 'a highly inflected

language in which the endings of words to a great extent reveal their function

in a sentence. Associated with this is'a considerably greater freedoi in

the order in which words c"he pbt; different orders do not as often change

I



t

4r

the basic meaning but Onl,y prdide-different nuances of emphasis and relation

to/what elte'has been or will he saicl.
§

Thus in Russian no difference.except 61cder is involve in...the following
;

examples, whereas we must recast the form of expressi n to change order in

,

prichinil mal'chiku vryeti He did the
if

boy''harm..
.

On prichinil He did'harm to theibby.

(literally 'oCcasioned) " 4 .
k

The subject is sometimes found in final position (seeSectIon F., second
+

,example). A Russian background often.makes forl'91aying fast and looe with

,,..---LifieTrequirements of word order int-English sentence construction.

The "inverted order" typical of Englishfuestions Is
0

a.parLculariy
N, 1

important signal' in English that is unnatural -fiom a-Russian .poinI of view.

Trying to make questions using the order of su4bordinate clauses is likely,

given the prevailing order of Russian questions witt -(46 on words.

When they will get here?'

. What we can do? ,0
,

A queqioning intonation will produce a westIon ip direct order:

You will wait?

This gives, however, a verification que

no quekion that requires'inversion.

0. 0

19 -

Lion, not the more'usual basic yes -or-
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V. I_Enlications for Orientation

By all accounts, one of the surprises facing Soviet refugees is coping

with-the flexibility of the American social system. In the USSR almost any

problem that must be dealt with'requires the use of one particular bureau-

cratic chpnnel. It becomes and- boggling to learn that to the U.S. there'may

be 'a dozen different agencies -- some public, some rivate -- that might. .

in various degrees and different ways provide assiestance in a given situation.

Probably most important to remember is` that although Soviet Jews, may

preterve some of the traditions of Judaism, they dre likely to be more

secularized than many North American Jews and may not speak Yiddish or
. ',4

follow many of the traditional practices or edstoms.

Moreover, since they often held positions'of highrstatus"in RussiaI -7-

many in professional or artistic otcupations -- they may find it-difficult

to accept a job with less status, especially an entry-level job." In the'

USSR employment was assigned% '"where the government puts me : .

Soviet Jews arriving in the U.S. 'will need help 4 understandng the American

system of upwArd,motility. When they do, most will.find, themselves obtaining

better jobs in,a short period.

-
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